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Abstract

We introduce a new benchmark “Humans Interacting

with Common Objects” (HICO) for recognizing human-

object interactions (HOI). We demonstrate the key features

of HICO: a diverse set of interactions with common ob-

ject categories, a list of well-defined, sense-based HOI cat-

egories, and an exhaustive labeling of co-occurring inter-

actions with an object category in each image. We perform

an in-depth analysis of representative current approaches

and show that DNNs enjoy a significant edge. In addition,

we show that semantic knowledge can significantly improve

HOI recognition, especially for uncommon categories.

1. Introduction

Visual recognition of Human-Object Interactions (HOI)

(e.g. “riding a bike”, “boarding an airplane”) in still images

is a fundamental problem in computer vision. Successful

HOI recognition is a prerequisite for generating rich im-

age descriptions and retrieving images by sentences. HOI

recognition is also an important subset of the larger problem

of action and activity recognition, which also includes cate-

gories involving no direct interactions with objects, such as

“walking”, or high-level events, such as “concerts”. 1

HOI recognition differs from object/person recognition

in that the key is to distinguish a variety of different inter-

actions with the same object category. In other words, in

addition to recognizing the presence of the a person and an

object, it is critical to understand what the person is doing

to the object. Is the person riding, walking, or repairing a

bike? Is the person feeding, hunting, or watching a bear?

Without an accurate understanding of the interaction, we

will not be able to generate informative image descriptions

besides a bag of objects.

Despite significant advances in recognizing humans [2]

and objects [14], the state of the art of HOI recognition in

images is still far from the demands of real-world applica-

tions. A key bottleneck is the limited number of HOI cate-

1In this paper, we will use “actions” and “human-object interactions”

interchangeably.

gories and limited interactions in current datasets.

In a literature survey, Guo and Lai [8] reported that the

top-used dataset for still image based action recognition (in-

cluding HOIs) between 2006 and 2013 is Pascal VOC 2010

[6], which contains only 9 categories. Stanford 40 Actions

[35], which is the largest image-based action dataset before

2013, contains only 40 action categories. The recently re-

leased MPII Human Pose Dataset [1] contains annotated hu-

man poses from 410 human activities. While it is an excel-

lent resource for human pose estimation and general action

recognition, as will be analyzed in detail, it has limited di-

versity of interactions with each individual object category.

Popular video-based action datasets, such as UCF 101 [28]

and HMDB [15], share similar limitations. Without differ-

ent interactions with the same object category, HOI recog-

nition cannot be properly evaluated because a system can

“cheat” by simply recognizing the objects.

Some image datasets are annotated with free-form texts

[19, 17, 22, 37] that may include HOI descriptions. Al-

though these datasets can in principle be used to evaluate

HOI recognition, the utility is limited due to a number of

fundamental challenges in computational linguistics. First,

automatic extraction and parsing of phrases (e.g. verb-noun

pairs) that describe human-object interactions are still un-

solved. Second, even with the extracted verb-noun pairs,

there is still the challenging problem of mapping words to

meanings (senses). The same human-object interaction can

be described in various forms (e.g. “repairs a bike”, “do-

ing bike repair”, “fix a bicycle”, “bike being repaired”), not

to mention spelling errors. Thus while these datasets are

ideal for evaluating image captioning, they are not suitable

as benchmarks for HOI recognition—it would be hard to

disentangle errors of language understanding and errors of

HOI recognition.

In this paper, we introduce a new dataset for human-

object interaction, “Humans Interacting with Common Ob-

jects” (HICO). It has a total of 47,774 images, cov-

ering 600 categories of human-object interactions (i.e.

verb-object pairs such as “ride-bike”) over 117 com-

mon actions (e.g. “ride”, “feed”, including one “no in-

teraction” class) performed on 80 common objects (e.g.
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Figure 1: The “Humans Interacting with Common Objects” (HICO) dataset.

“bike”, “bear”). The dataset is publicly available at

http://www.umich.edu/∼ywchao/hico/.

We highlight three key features of the dataset. First, it

includes diverse interactions for each object category, i.e.

an average of 6.5 distinct interactions per object category

(not including the ”no interaction” categories). Second, our

HOI categories are based on senses instead of words. That

is, we do not have “repair a bike” and “fix a bicycle” as sep-

arate categories, in contrast to the natural description based

datasets such as [17]. Third, our annotations are multil-

abeled, cognizant of the fact that different interactions with

the same object often co-occur, e.g. “riding a bike and hold-

ing it” and “riding a bike but not holding it (hands-free)”

are both plausible. Fig. 1 shows example images and anno-

tations in HICO.

We demonstrate that our HICO dataset enables us to

evaluate and analyze state of the art approaches on human-

object interactions at a much larger scale. In particular, we

study the following questions:

1. How well do the current state-of-the-art (action)

classification approaches perform on HICO? Current ap-

proaches have only been tested on small datasets. It is un-

clear how they compare to each other on a dataset with a

large number of action categories. Thus we compare a num-

ber of representative action recognition approaches includ-

ing DNN-based methods.

2. Can semantic knowledge help recognizing uncommon

human-object interactions? One challenge of HOI recog-

nition at a large scale is that the data is highly unbalanced

for different interactions. For example, “riding a bike” oc-

curs much more frequently than “washing a bike”. Here we

investigate whether we can boost the recognition of uncom-

mon classes by leveraging the semantic relations between

the HOI classes (e.g. “wash dishes” and “wash a bike” share

the action “wash”) and co-occurrence knowledge.

The contributions of this work are two fold: (1) we in-

troduce a new, publicly available dataset for recognizing

human-object interactions, which enables targeted evalua-

tion of HOI recognition at a large scale; (2) we perform

in-depth analysis of current approaches, which sheds light

on the challenges of large-scale HOI recognition and future

research directions.

2. Constructing HICO

2.1. Selecting HOI Categories

The first step of constructing the dataset is to select a

list of HOI categories. That is, we need a set of common

objects and for each object, their respective common inter-

actions. For common objects, we use the 80 object cate-

gories 2 introduced in the MS-COCO dataset [19], which

were carefully selected based on children’s vocabularies.

Next, we determine a set of common interactions for

each object category. Since there is not an established list of

“common” interactions, we take a language based approach

by mining the actions described in the image captions of

MS-COCO. Our assumption is that actions described in im-

age captions will likely be more “visual” than those in a

generic text corpus [20]. We use the Stanford Dependency

Parser [27] to extract verbs appearing in the form of “verb-

noun” or “verb-preposition-noun”. To further expand the

coverage of interactions, we also use the Google N-Gram

dataset [20], which comes with dependency parsing results,

and retrieve the top verbs that precede a particular object

name. Since parsing is still a challenging NLP problem, we

need to manually remove many incorrect results (e.g. “wear

bike”, “fly bike”). Combining the manually filtered results

from MS-COCO and Google N-Gram, we obtain a set of

candidate “common” verbs for each object category.

We then manually group the verbs with identical mean-

ings into categories (e.g. “repair” is merged with “fix” in the

context of “bicycle”) and link them to nodes in WordNet

(i.e. verb “synsets”). This is followed by a manual check

that removes categories that are deemed too vague or ab-

stract (e.g. “use”, “take”, “put”). The final selection is 520

verb-object pairs with 116 actions (verb senses) and 80 ob-

jects. For each of the 80 object categories, we add an extra

“no interaction” category, e.g. “person is in the proximity

but not interacting with bicycle”. This gives a total of 600

HOI categories including the “no interactions” categories.

2.2. Image Collection and Annotation

To collect images for the HOI categories, we use Cre-

ative Common images from Flickr as the source of can-

didate images. Fig. 2 illustrates our annotation pipeline.

2A total of 91 categories exist but only 80 of them have annotations.
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Figure 2: The pipeline of image collection and annotation.

We process each of the 80 object categories independently.

Given an object category, e.g. “bicycle”, we query Flickr

with a barrage of related keywords (“bike”, “fix bike”, “fix-

ing bike”, “person bike” etc.).

Each retrieved candidate image from Flickr then goes

through a series of annotation tasks on Amazon Mechanical

Turk (AMT). For example, we first verify that the candidate

image contains both “person” and “bike”. If not, the im-

age is discarded without further processing. Next we check

whether there is an interaction at all. If none, then the im-

age is marked as “person not interacting with bicycle”. If

yes, then each of the pre-defined interactions is checked in-

dividually. This then completes the annotation of one can-

didate image. To improve quality we have up to 3 workers

answering each question and use a simple heuristic to com-

bine answers. If there is any disagreement, the final answer

is marked as “ambiguous/uncertain”, which occurs a small

fraction (9.77%) of the time and is often a result of ambi-

guity of interactions in images. For example, the annotation

on “straddle bike” for the top-left image of Fig. 1 is an “am-

biguous/uncertain” case.

For a given object category, we found that the distri-

bution of images depicting different interactions is highly

skewed. A few interactions dominate the candidate im-

ages (e.g. “ride”, “hold”, “sit on”, “straddle” for “bicycle”),

whereas the rest of the interactions (e.g. “walk”, “hop on”,

“wash”) are all very hard to come by. If left as is, this will

create a challenge for benchmarking because too few im-

ages for the long tail categories will create too big a sta-

tistical variance for evaluation. To remedy this issue, we

analyze the “yield” of each query keyword on the long tail

interactions and use those high yield keywords to perform

one more round of targeted image collection. Tab. 1 com-

pares the statistics of candidate images in the second round

of image collection to the initial round, showing a marked

improvement of the percentage of uncommon interactions.

To summarize, each of the 80 common object categories

is associated with a set of images. For each image in the

#total #no bike/person #no inter #ride #repair

iter 1 2645 1369 (52%) 65 (2%) 763 (29%) 29 (1%)

iter 2 2561 1267 (49%) 149 (6%) 694 (27%) 51 (2%)

Table 1: Statistics of candidate images from Flickr in Itera-

tion 1 and Iteration 2 (with targeted queries for rare interac-

tions) for “bicycle”. “no bike/person” means that the image

has neither a person or a bike. “no inter” means that the

image has a person and a bike but there is no interaction.

set, it is guaranteed to contain both a human and the object

category. It is also annotated exhaustively (in the form of

“yes”/“no”, occasionally “uncertain”) for each of the possi-

ble human interations with this object category from a pre-

defined list. Fig. 1 illustrates this structure 3. It is worth

noting that since each object is processed independently,

we have performed deduplication and merged the duplicates

between objects, i.e. some images (1.09%) are annotated

with interactions with more than one object.

3. Related Datasets

We present a summary of related image datasets for ac-

tion/HOI recognition in Tab. 2 4. Most existing work has

been trained and evaluated on small-scale datasets such

as PASCAL VOC Action Classification Challenge [6] and

Stanford 40 Actions [35]. Our HICO dataset is one order of

magnitute larger than these datasets in terms of both number

of images and action categories. In the rest of this section

we focus our discussion on several recent efforts towards

scaling up action/HOI recognition.

TUHOI The “Trento Universal Human Object Interac-

tion (TUHOI)” dataset [17] consists of 10,805 images over

2,974 actions. The images are from the ILSVRC 2013 [25]

detection dataset and are annotated with action descriptions

supplied by humans with no constraints on the vocabulary.

On the surface our HICO dataset and TUHOI might look

similar but there are two key differences.

First, our dataset has a restricted, sense-based category

list (e.g. “fix a bike” and “repair a bike”’ are the same cate-

gory), whereas TUHOI is annotated with an open, word-

based category list (e.g. “fix a bike” and “repair a bike”

would count as separate categories). For this reason, 1,576

of the 2,974 TUHOI categories have only 1 image per cate-

gory. Tab. 3 shows the interactions with the “bike” object in

TUHOI, where “rid”, “ridden”, “ride”, “ride a bike”, “ride

on”, “rideon”, and “riding” are counted as separate cate-

gories and most of them only have 1 image per category. In

comparison, our “bike” interactions are grouped by senses

and most have over 50 images (Tab. 4).

Second, for each object category, we exhaustively anno-

tate all of its pre-defined interactions, i.e. we verify individ-

3In addition to our automatic pipeline, we also manually collected some

images for categories with very few images.
4We omit video datasets since we focus on still image-based action

recognition.
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Dataset #images #actions Sense Clean

Sports event dataset [18] 1579 8 Y Y

Ikizler et al. [11] 467 6 Y Y

Ikizler-Cinbis et al. [12] 1727 5 Y Y

The sports dataset [9] 300 6 Y Y

Pascal VOC 2010 [6] 454 9 Y Y

Pascal VOC 2011 [6] 2424 10 Y Y

Pascal VOC 2012 [6] 4588 10 Y Y

PPMI [33] 4800 12 Y Y

Willow dataset [3] 968 7 Y Y

Stanford 40 Actions [35] 9532 40 Y Y

TBH dataset [23] 341 3 Y Y

HICO (ours) 47774 600 Y Y

89 action dataset [16] 2038 89 N Y

TUHOI [17] 10805 2974 N Y

MPII Human Pose [1] 40522 410 Y Y

Google Image Search [24] 102830 2938 N N

Table 2: Comparison of existing image datasets on action

recognition. “Sense” means whether the category list is

based on senses instead of words. “Clean” means whether

the dataset is human verified.

ually “riding a bike”, “holding a bike”, and other interac-

tions for the same image. Thus we are able to find images

of “riding a bike but not holding it” and to pull out accu-

rate co-occurrence statistics of the interactions. In contrast,

TUHOI does not have this exhaustive verification. That is,

the absence of “holding a bike” does not mean that the per-

son is in fact not holding the bike—it could simply be that

the annotator did not bother to mention it. Thus the annota-

tions of TUHOI are affected by what annotators choose to

describe.

For the above reasons, our dataset and TUHOI are com-

plementary to each other. The annotations in TUHOI are

ideal for benchmarking the task of generating natural action

descriptions as would be provided by humans. Our dataset,

on the other hand, insulates HOI recognition from the nu-

ances of language expressions and the complex process of

humans choosing what is worth describing.

MS-COCO MS-COCO [19] has a large number of high

quality annotations of object segmentation masks and image

captions. Although MS-COCO is not designed for action

recognition, the verb phrases in the captions can in princi-

ple be extracted to evaluate actions. In fact, we have done

so semi-automatically in order to determine the list of our

HOI categories. However, one issue is that the current form

of MS-COCO does not have enough images for many long

tail categories. Fig. 3 compares the distribution of “bicycle”

interactions in our dataset versus those extracted from MS-

COCO captions. This shows that without targeted collec-

tion of new images for the long tail categories, MS-COCO

in its current form is less suitable for HOI benchmarking.

Another issue is that as with TUHOI, MS-COCO captions

have the same complication of human bias in terms of what

verb tag # verb tag # verb tag # verb tag #

bike 1 move 3 rid 2 sit on 10

cycle 7 na 1 ridden 1 stand 9

flip 1 no 1 ride 272 stand beside 1

freewheel 2 park 1 ride a bike 1 stand by 1

guide 1 pedal 5 ride on 6 stand near 1

hang 2 peddle 5 ridenon 1 steer 1

hold 21 play 3 riding 1 stop 1

hold up 1 prop 1 roll 1 touch 3

jump 2 push 5 sat 1 tricks 1

lean 1 race 4 sit 10 walk 1

look 1 repair 1 sit by 1 walk next to 1

walk with 1

Table 3: Interactions with bicycle in the TUHOI dataset.

verb #im definition

carry, transport 30
move while supporting, either in a vehicle or

in one’s hands or on one’s body

hold, take hold 1392
held by hand; to have or maintain in the

grasp; to attach the hand to

inspect 124
to look at (something) carefully in order to

learn more about it, to find problems, etc.

jump, leap 150 cause to jump or leap

hop on, mount,

mount up, get on,

jump on, climb

on, bestride

26 climb up onto; get up on the back of

park 18 place temporarily

push, force 117
move with force, “He pushed the table into a

corner”

repair, mend, fix,

bushel, doctor,

furbish up,

restore, touch on

89
restore by replacing a part or putting together

what is torn or broken

ride 1460 sit on and control a vehicle

sit on 1197 be seated

straddle 1511 sit or stand astride of

walk 187
to accompany on foot; to cause to move by

walking

wash, rinse 6 clean with some chemical process

no interaction 174

Table 4: Interactions with bicycles in our dataset.

is worth describing.

MPII Human Pose The MPII Human Pose Dataset [1]

(MPII in short) is a large-scale benchmark for 2D human

pose estimation and action recognition. It has 40,522 im-

ages and 410 action categories. While similar in scale, its

selection of categories is geared toward covering common

daily activities instead of delineating different interactions

with each object category. Tab. 5 compares the number of

HOI categories (those taking a verb-noun form in its defi-

nition) of MPII with our dataset: MPII has on average 1.55

different interactions per object category whereas HICO has

6.5 (not including the “no interaction” categories). Thus our

dataset is more suitable for evaluating diverse interactions

with the same object categories.

Google Image Search Ramanathan et al. [24] reported

results on 27K action categories. However, only a subset of
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the data, 2,938 actions and 102,830 images, are made pub-

licly available. For each action category, this subset con-

tains the top 35 images returned by Google Image Search,

which are treated as ground truth positives without any hu-

man verification. The lack of manual clean-up makes it less

authoritative as our dataset for fine-grained comparisons of

different approaches.

4. Benchmarking Representative Approaches

In this section we evaluate a few representative ap-

proaches for action recognition on our HICO dataset. We

start with a brief review of prior work.

4.1. Related Work

Recognizing actions or human-object interactions in still

images has been an actively studied topic. Prior work has

explored a variety of methods and strategies. Some work

exploits the special role of human poses (i.e. detecting hu-

man body parts) by deriving feature representations based

on human poses [11, 38, 21, 30, 32, 31], whereas others

focus more on spatial relations between humans and ob-

jects [34, 33, 23, 9, 5, 4]. Another line of work recog-

nizes the fine-grained nature of action recognition and lever-

ages discriminative templates [36, 26], color [13], or exem-

plars [10]. Recent work by Ramanathan et al. [24] showed

action recognition can also be improved by exploiting the

semantic relations.

4.2. Evaluation Setup

We use mean average precision (mAP) as our evaluation

metric. Given an image, an approach being evaluated out-

puts a classification score for each of the HOI categories.

Then we compute the average precision (AP) for each HOI

category by ranking the test images by the classification

scores. The average of AP for all HOI categories gives the

mAP. This evaluation metric is motivated by the fact that

many HOI categories are not mutually exclusive. This is

similar to the metric used by PASCAL VOC Classification

Competition [6], where the object classes can co-occur in

images.

#action #HOI #object #action/object

MPII Human Pose [1] 410 102 66 1.55

HICO (ours) 520 520 80 6.50

Table 5: Comparison of action/HOI categories between

MPII Human Pose [1] and our dataset (excluding “no in-

teraction” classes).

In computing the AP for each HOI category, there is a

subtlety in what test images we treat as ground truth nega-

tives. Recall that for each HOI category (let’s use “riding a

bike” as a running example), the test images can be put into

four groups:

• Verified positives: those verified to be “riding a bike”;

• Verified negatives: those verified to contain a person

and a bike but no “person riding bike”;

• Ambiguous/Uncertain images: those verified to con-

tain a person and a bike, but with disagreements among

crowd workers on whether there is “person riding

bike”;

• “Unknown” images: those verified to contain a person

and some other object category, e.g. “cat”.

One setting is to use the verified positives as positives,

skip the ambiguous image and the “Unknown” images, and

use the verified negatives as negatives. This is equivalent to

assuming that we will be able to perfectly filter out images

with no “bicycles” before trying to recognize the interac-

tions. We refer to the easier setting as the “Known Object

(KO)” setting.

The “Known Object” setting might be “too easy” and

unrealistic in the sense that a recognition system will not

have a chance to be distracted by images not containing

the correct object category. We thus add a more realistic

setting by treating the “Unknown” images as extra ground

truth negatives. This is closer to a realistic setting where

there is no prior knowledge on what objects are present in

a test image. Although there is the chance that some “Un-

known” images may actually contain “person riding bike”

(thus corrupting the evaluation), we have checked that the

risk is small enough to be acceptable: we randomly sampled

10 HOI categories, manually went through all of their “Un-

known” images, and found only 0.3% of them to be posi-

tives. In this paper, unless otherwise noted, all evaluations

default to this more realistic setting.

We use a 80-20 training-test split, with the additional

constraint that each HOI category should have at least 5 test

images. In our dataset all HOI categories have at least 6 im-

ages, so all categories have at least 1 training images. This

creates a one-shot learning setup for a subset of categories

(51 out of 600), which is a natural result of the long tail dis-

tribution of HOI categories and is a challenge any practical

HOI recognition approach must address.
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4.3. Representative Approaches

We benchmark the following approaches on our new

HICO dataset.

RandomForest (RF) [36] This approach won both the

PASCAL VOC 2011 and PASCAL VOC 2012 Action Clas-

sification Competitions [6]. It uses random forests to select

discriminative image regions, represented using SIFT fea-

tures. We include it here to represent the state of the art of

action/HOI recognition in static images.

FisherVectors (FV) [29] Prior to the breakthrough

achieved by ConvNets [14], Fisher Vectors based ap-

proaches were the state of the art on image classification

and won the ILSVRC2011 competition [25]. It is se-

lected to represent traditional generic image classification

approaches. A binary SVM is trained for each HOI cate-

gory.

DNN We use DNN features from Alex’s Net [14] pre-

trained on ImageNet and learn one binary SVM per HOI

category. This represents the current state of the art ap-

proach in image classification. We also evaluate the fol-

lowing variants with different ways of fine-tuning.

• Fine-tune V. Fine-tune Alex’s Net to classify only verb

categories (i.e. group “wash bike”, “wash car”, “wash

cat”, etc. all into one “wash” category). This is to learn

features that are common to a particular action such as

“wash” regardless the objects.

• Fine-tune O. Fine-tune Alex’s Net to classify only ob-

ject categories (i.e. group “wash bike”, “repair bike”,

“ride bike”, etc. all into one “bike’ category). This is to

learn features that are common to a particular object.

• Fine-tune VO. Fine-tune Alex’s Net to classify the

verb-object pairs, i.e. directly the HOI categories.

mAP mAP (KO)

Random 0.57 33.37

RF [36] 7.30 38.15

FV [29] 4.21 37.74

DNN (ImageNet) 18.58 48.22

DNN (fine-tune V) 17.65 49.07

DNN (fine-tune O) 19.38 47.42

DNN (fine-tune VO) 18.08 47.89

HOCNN 4.90 39.05

Table 6: Performances of representative approaches.

HOCNN (Human-Object CNN) In this approach, we

use the outputs of object detection and human pose esti-

mation as features, on top of which we learn a Convo-

lutional Neural Network (CNN) to classify the HOI cate-

gories. Specifically, given an input image, we first run ob-

ject detectors and a pose estimator, which together gener-

ate a set of heatmaps, one per object category and one per

human body part. A total of 106 heatmaps (80 object cate-

gories plus 26 body parts) are stacked together as the input

to a CNN architecture (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).

This approach serves to shed light on the role of the spa-

tial relations between humans and objects for HOI recogni-

tion. It has been common for prior work to design explicit

feature representations based on human-object spatial rela-

tions [33, 23, 9, 5, 4]. The question we ask here is to what

extent such a mid-level representation can help HOI recog-

nition, especially with a more powerful learning tool such

as CNN.

To generate the input heatmaps, we train R-CNN [7] ob-

ject detectors for the 80 object categories using the images

in MS-COCO. 5 and use the pre-trained human pose esti-

mator developed by Chen et al. [2].

Results Tab. 6 presents the mAP of the aforementioned

approaches in both the default and the “Known Object” set-

tings. In the default setting, DNN based approaches over-

whelmingly outperformed traditional approaches (Random-

Forest and FisherVectors). Although the ordering is not sur-

prising given the recent success of DNNs, the large gap

(18.58 mAP versus 7.30 and 4.21 mAP) is still somewhat

shocking. Unsurprisingly, RandomForest (RF) outperforms

FisherVectors (FV), as the former was specifically designed

for action recognition. Among the fine-tuned DNN variants,

fine-tuning for objects (fine-tune O) achieves the best mAP

in the default evaluation setting, suggesting that the more

prevalent source of error is on recognizing the objects.

In the “Known Object” setting, however, fine-tuning for

verbs (V), not objects, gives the best result. This is consis-

tent with the fact that objects are no longer a source of error

in this setting. It is also worth noting that, in this setting,

all methods are not that much better than random chance,

suggesting that the key challenge of HOI recognition – rec-

5We found 1776 images (out of 45,786) in HICO that are also in MS-

COCO. These duplicate images are put into the training split of HICO to

ensure test images of HICO are not used in any training.
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Figure 6: Top ranked images for different HOI categories in the default setting. Each row (column) represents one represen-

tative approach (HOI category). Green and red boxes represent ground-truth positives and negatives, respectively.

ognizing the interaction is still largely unsolved, even with

DNNs.

HOCNN, although not performing as well as Random-

Forest (RF) in the default setting, outperforms both Ran-

domForest (RF) and FisherVector (FV) in the “Known Ob-

ject” setting. This suggests that human-object spatial re-

lations are important in recognizing different interactions,

and the high mAP of RF in the default setting should be at-

tributed to better object recognition. We also observe that

in both settings, there is still a large gap between HOCNN

and DNNs that take pixels as input. This can possibly be

attributed to the fact that end-to-end DNNs have the flexi-

bility to select and combine all types of cues, from low level

to high level and from local to global, whereas HOCNN is

restricted to spatial relations between humans and objects.

Fig. 6 shows the top ranked images returned by DNN,

FV, and HOCNN for a few HOI categories in the de-

fault setting. These examples suggest that all the ap-

proaches perform better for HOI categories with salient ob-

jects (e.g.“sailing a boat”, “jumping a horse”). AP drops

significantly when the objects are smaller and harder to de-

tect (e.g. “talking on a cell phone”). We also observe that,

even when the objects can be reliably detected, distinguish-

ing the interactions is still very challenging. For example,

DNN (ImageNet), the best performing approach, cannot tell

“kissing a giraffe” from “feeding a giraffe”.

4.4. Using Semantic Knowledge

Knowledge on Compositions As discussed earlier, a ma-

jor challenge of HOI recognition is the categories in the

long tail that have very few training images. Humans have

no difficulty recognizing these categories: even if we have

not seen “washing a bike”, we can still recognize the in-

teraction with ease. This is because we likely have seen
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Figure 7: Cooccurrences of interactions.

common interactions such as “washing dishes” and have

understood the concept of “washing” independent of the ob-

ject being washed. In our HICO dataset, there is significant

sharing of actions/verb senses between HOI categories: on

average, each action/verb sense is paired with 4.5 different

object categories. HICO thus provides an opportunity to

test the hypothesis that semantic knowledge can be used to

improve the recognition of rare HOI categories.

We experiment with the simplest possible strategy. Us-

ing the training data of HICO, we learn three types of classi-

fiers, those for classifying verb-object (VO) pairs, those for

verbs (V) only, and those for objects (O) only. This is simi-

lar to the fine-tuning of DNNs in Sec. 4.3. Then we explore

various combinations of the three types of classifiers. For

example, if a particular VO pair (e.g. “feeding a zebra”) has

very few training images (and as a result a weak VO clas-

sifier), we can instead learn a new classifier for “feeding a

zebra” by combining the outputs of a V classifier trained to

recognize“feeding” regardless of objects and an O classifier

trained to recognize “zebra” regardless of the verbs.

Knowledge on Cooccurrences We also evaluate whether

another type of knowledge, namely the cooccurrences of
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VO V+O V+VO O+VO V+O+VO VO+coocc V+O+VO+coocc

F R F R F R F R F R F R F R

Random 0.57 0.18 0.57 0.18 0.57 0.18 0.57 0.18 0.57 0.18 0.57 0.18 0.57 0.18

DNN (ImageNet) 18.58 0.74 18.42 5.04 18.64 1.73 20.95 5.07 20.71 4.98 20.13 4.18 21.06 5.72

DNN (fine-tune V) 17.65 0.29 17.47 4.75 16.94 1.42 19.41 4.67 18.86 3.96 18.76 3.64 19.26 5.45

DNN (fine-tune O) 19.38 0.39 18.68 5.99 19.43 1.31 21.52 4.70 21.33 5.07 20.91 4.31 21.66 5.91

DNN (fine-tune VO) 18.08 0.39 17.44 4.79 18.41 1.68 19.36 4.40 19.38 4.51 18.98 3.94 19.62 5.35

HOCNN 4.90 0.16 5.40 0.51 5.09 0.21 5.38 0.32 5.47 0.32 5.18 0.32 5.51 0.41

VO V+O V+VO O+VO V+O+VO VO+coocc V+O+VO+coocc

F R F R F R F R F R F R F R

Random 33.37 19.26 33.37 19.26 33.37 19.26 33.37 19.26 33.37 19.26 33.37 19.26 33.37 19.26

DNN (ImageNet) 48.22 23.41 49.40 30.76 51.52 32.66 46.59 16.94 49.15 20.61 47.97 22.32 49.11 20.04

DNN (fine-tune V) 49.07 22.80 49.98 31.81 51.56 33.86 48.04 17.58 49.58 25.52 49.08 22.85 49.31 23.80

DNN (fine-tune O) 47.42 22.12 47.97 27.37 50.68 32.00 45.83 16.58 47.87 19.23 47.14 22.08 47.65 18.23

DNN (fine-tune VO) 47.89 22.17 49.87 32.46 50.51 32.78 46.81 17.02 48.30 20.99 47.76 21.79 48.17 20.30

HOCNN 39.05 20.81 39.74 21.79 40.74 23.09 38.15 18.12 39.80 19.51 38.81 20.29 39.72 19.57

Table 7: Performance of different combinations of V, VO, and O classifiers with multiple feature representations. Top: default

setting, Bottom: “Known Object” setting. Performance measured as mAP on all 600 HOI classes (F) and 167 rare classes

(R)—those with less than 5 positive training examples.

VO V O C

VO: 6

V: 354

O: 35

VO V O C

VO: 7

V: 7

O: 44

(a) feeding a zebra (b) squeezing an orange

Figure 8: Top-right: prediction scores of the verb-object

(VO) pair, verb (V), object (O), and the combination (C).

Bottom-right: number of training samples for VO/V/O.

actions, can improve HOI recognition. The intuition is that

a rare category might piggyback on an cooccurring interac-

tion that has more training data and easier to recognize. Our

HICO dataset provides an ideal setting to test this hypoth-

esis because of co-occurring interactions are exhaustively

annotated. For example, Fig. 7 shows the co-occurrences of

interactions for a few categories in HICO.

Again we evaluate the simplest possible method: we

learn a new classifier to combine the outputs of all VO clas-

sifiers might co-occur on the same object category. For ex-

ample, suppose we have trained the (binary) VO classifiers

for “eating a hot dog”, “holding a hot dog”, and “riding

a bike”. Then we learn a new VO classifier for “eating a

hot dog” that combines the outputs of the original two VO

classifiers for “eating a hot dog” and “holding a hot dog”—

“riding a bike” is not used because it is not a VO classifier

on the same object.

It is worth noting that in all of our experiments no test

images are ever used to learn any new classifiers that com-

bine the outputs of existing classifiers. All learning is done

using only the training set and cross-validation is used to

prevent overfitting. Please refer to the supplemental mate-

rial for our detailed setup.

Results Tab. 7 (top) summarizes the results in the default

test setting (with extra negatives). It shows that regardless

of feature representations, adding the V classifiers leads

to moderate but consistent improvement for overall mAP

as well as mAP for rare classes (e.g.for DNN (ImageNet),

from 18.58 to 18.64 on the full dataset and from 0.74 to 1.73

on the rare action categories). The biggest improvements

come from adding the O classifier, especially on the rare

classes. In addition, adding cooccurrence knowledge con-

sistently improves performance. Fig. 8 presents the predic-

tions of the different types of classifiers on example images,

illustrating how V classifiers and O classifiers help when a

VO classifier is trained with very few images. The best re-

sult is achieved by combining the compositional knowledge

and the co-occurrence knowledge (V+O+VO+coocc).

Tab. 7 (bottom) presents an evaluation of the same algo-

rithms in the “Known Object (KO)” setting, as described in

Sec. 4.2. This setting assumes zero errors of object recogni-

tion and focuses the evaluation on recognizing the interac-

tions. We see that adding O classifiers to any combintation

significantly hurts performance, which is expected given

that the objects are already recognized and adding O classi-

fiers will only cause overfitting. Another notable change

in this setting is that adding V classifiers (compositional

knowledge) leads to much more pronounced improvements

(e.g. an increase of 9.25% absolute in mAP from VO to

V+VO for DNN(ImageNet) on rare categories). This un-

derscores the promise of leveraging semantic knowledge for

large-scale HOI recognition.

5. Conclusions

We have introduced a new benchmark “Humans Interact-

ing with Common Objects” (HICO) for recognizing human-

object interactions (HOI). We have demonstrated the key

features of our dataset: a diverse set of interactions with

common object categories, a list of well-defined, sense-

based HOI categories, and an exhaustive labeling of co-

occurring interactions with an object category in each im-

age. We have performed an in-depth analysis of representa-

tive current approaches and shown that DNNs enjoy a sig-

nificant edge. In addition, we have shown that semantic

knowledge can significantly improve HOI recognition, es-

pecially for uncommon categories.
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